Now that we have formulated */tl/ DELETION', we can account for another case of alternation in verbals by applying it along with one more as yet unformulated rule. Consider 366-368:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
<th>(c)</th>
<th>(d)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(366) [n'døra]</td>
<td>['farne]</td>
<td>[na'moøa]</td>
<td>['maarne]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'to cut'</td>
<td>'he is cutting'</td>
<td>'to throw'</td>
<td>'he is throwing'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(367) ['mnda]</td>
<td>['narne]</td>
<td>['nambøra]</td>
<td>['m'barne]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'to eat'</td>
<td>'he is eating'</td>
<td>'to come'</td>
<td>'he is coming'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(368) [n'da]</td>
<td>['farne]</td>
<td>[nma'fra]</td>
<td>['ma'farne]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'speaking'</td>
<td>'he is talking'</td>
<td>'building'</td>
<td>'he is building'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Both 366a and 366c are infinitival forms. They are constructed by the formula */n+ / + vb stem + */T+. In 366c the prefix */n+-/ and the suffix */-T+ / surface as [na] and [tø]. In 366a, however, the prefix surfaces as [n] minus the following vocalic segment. Furthermore, by comparing 366a-d, it is also apparent that the verb stem meaning 'cut' is */To-/. If the underlying form of 366a is */n+To+T+ /, then the surface form manifests two changes that interest us here. First, the */tl/ between */n/ and */T/ does not surface as [tø]. This is just as we expect because the underlying form meets the structural description of */tl/ DELETION' (363). And second, the */T/ of the verb stem does not surface as [t], but rather as [d]. The two changes together account for the [nd] in [n'døra].

Next, compare 368a and 368c, which are participial forms. They are constructed by the formula */n+ / + vb stem + */a/. In 368c the */n+-/ prefix surfaces as [na], but as [n] in 368a. Furthermore, by
comparing 368a with 368b it is evident that the stem begins with /T/, and that the same two changes we described above, i.e. /t/ ———> 0 and /ŋt/ ———> [nd], account for the [nd] in [n'da].

Finally, 367a shows the same two changes involving abutting formatives at the end of the infinitive. The suffix /-Tt/ surfaces as [t'a] in 367c, but as [da] in 367a. Furthermore, by comparing 367a with 367b we see that the verb stem begins with /n/, and that the same two changes that occurred at the beginning of 366 and 368 account for the [nd] in ['ŋndə]. So when /t/ DELETION' operates and produces the sequence [ŋt], it undergoes one further change and surfaces as [nd]. The rule NASAL-FLAP COALESCEENCE summarizes this process and accounts for these occurrences of [nd]:

(369) NASAL-FLAP COALESCEENCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[+coronal]</td>
<td>[+coronal]</td>
<td>[+coronal]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-obstruent</td>
<td>+obstruent</td>
<td>-nasal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+nasal</td>
<td>-nasal</td>
<td>+nasal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+syllabic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NASAL-FLAP COALESCEENCE states that when [t] follows a syllabic alveolar nasal [ŋ] across a formative boundary, they are replaced by the complex segment [nd] that preserves [t]'s value for 'obstruent' and [ŋ]'s value for nasal. It only applies to verbals and then only across a formative boundary. The following derivations illustrate the application of NASAL-FLAP COALESCEENCE whose structural description necessarily limits its application to strings produced by /t/ DELETION' (363). Derivations 370a-c illustrate its application:

(370)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
<th>(c)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U.F.</td>
<td>/n+ToTt/</td>
<td>/n+n+Tt/</td>
<td>/n+T+a/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/t/ DELETION</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/t/ DELETION'</td>
<td>ηToTt</td>
<td>ηŋTt</td>
<td>ηTa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NASAL-FLAP COALESCENCE

S.F.  n\do\text{da} [n'do\text{\textipa{\textipa{d}}}a]  'to cut'

\text{nda} ['\text{\textipa{d}}n\text{\textipa{d}}a]  'to eat'

\text{nda} [\text{\textipa{d}}\text{\textipa{d}}a]  'speaking'

5 GLOTTAL STOP AND SYLLABLE STRUCTURE

We have described Angave's underlying vowels and consonants focusing on the processes that produce their surface representations. There is, however, one frequently occurring surface segment that has not been included in the inventory of underlying consonantals. This is glottal stop, which has been analyzed as a suprasegmental and assigned to the syllable level of the phonological hierarchy. Because it surfaces as a consonant-like segment in Angave, and because it has been analyzed as an underlying consonant in several other Angan languages,^{34} we will discuss it's analysis here. And this discussion of glottal stop will complete our look at processes that affect underlying segments in Angave.

Before exploring the possible ways glottal stop can be accounted for within the Angave sound system, we must first note its distribution and other factors in the light of which each analysis will have to be evaluated. The distribution of glottal stop is quite limited. In relation to segments, it must be preceded by a vowel, and may be followed by a vowel or consonant. In relation to syllables, it may only terminate them. In relation to words, it may occur medial, or final if followed by an external word boundary:

(371) medial /...V?V.../

/...V?CV.../

final /...V?##/.

Though glottal stop has a limited distribution, it is contrastive, for the only difference between some words is the
presence or absence of a glottal stop. Consider the following pairs:

(372) /'1wŋ/ ['1wŋ] 'a lizard'
(373) /'1wŋ/ ['1wŋ] 'child'
(374) /'a1wŋ/ ['a1wŋ] 'stinging nettle'
(375) /'a1wŋ/ ['a1wŋ] 'a tree'
(376) /wa'Tá/ [wa'rna?] 'body'
(377) /wa'Tá/ [wa'rna?] 'board'
(378) /'emŋ/ ['emŋ] 'away'
(379) /'emŋ/ ['emŋ] 'above'
(380) /'amŋ/ ['amŋ] 'wherever'
(381) /'amŋ/ ['amŋ] 'again'
(382) /'aTŋo/ ['aTŋo] 'grandfather'
(383) /'aTŋo/ ['aTŋo] 'cockatoo'
(384) /'kŋo/ ['kŋo] 'he'
(385) /'kŋo/ ['kŋo] 'pitpit'
(386) /'pŋŋ/ ['pŋŋ] 'hidden'
(387) /'pŋŋ/ ['pŋŋ] 'a tree'

A third consideration is the frequency with which glottal stop occurs. In underlying forms it averages occurrences on every third syllable in nominals and every seventh syllable in verbals.

Fourth, speaker perception of glottal stop appears to be less well defined than it is for segments. When asked to say a word slowly, speakers may drop out some or all of the glottal stops except the last one. When taking dictation tests new literates frequently leave out most glottal stops and then a short time later are unable to read what they have written.

Fifth, the occurrence of final glottal stop can usually be predicted by grammatical class. For example, nominals, except for the masculine gender, nearly always end in glottal stop. Final verb forms never end in glottal stop. Adverbs and locationals also typically end without a final glottal stop.
Sixth, the glottal stop that occurs preceding an external word boundary is regularly deleted in continuous speech. Consider 388 vs. 389, 389 vs. 390 and 390 vs. 391:

(388) [onda'bi'] 'pig'
(389) [onda'bi 'mya?] 'piglet'
(390) [onda'bi 'mya 'wau?] 'two piglets'
(391) [onda'bi 'mya 'wau 'šuywu wu'na?ana] 'I saw two piglets.'

In view of these considerations, how should glottal stop be analyzed? It could be analyzed as: (1) a contrastive underlying segment like other consonantals, (2) a redundant and predictable element, (3) a suprasegmental relating to a level higher than the segmental, (4) a feature on a set of complex vowels (similar to nasalized vowels in other languages), and (5) some combination of two or more of the above. Let's consider the possibilities in the order suggested. Glottal stop could be analyzed as a segment since it was shown to be contrastive. Also, it is consonantal in nature for it is perceived absolutely as consonantals are and not relatively as suprasegmentals are. For example, English stress, a suprasegmental, is perceived as a degree of intensity associated with a syllable in relation to the intensity of the other syllables which precede and follow it. Therefore we can say that suprasegmentals are perceived relatively. Segmentals (including glottal stop), on the other hand, do not depend upon surrounding syllables to be perceived, and therefore we can say that they are perceived absolutely. These two reasons, however, are hardly sufficient to include glottal stop in the inventory of underlying consonantals. First, it is contrastive with its absence in 372-387, but not with other consonantals. It cannot contrast with other consonantals for they occur at opposite ends of the syllable. Second, glottal stop's distribution shows that it cannot be a consonantal for it never occurs syllable initial, and consonantals never occur syllable final. Moreover, consonantals are conserved much better in
speech and students don't leave them out in dictation drills, so they are perceptually better defined than glottal stop. And finally, glottal stop occurs much more frequently than any other single consonantal. In the light of these counter arguments I conclude that glottal stop is too different from consonantals to be included in their inventory.

A second possible analysis is to predict the occurrences of glottal stop as redundant and consequently introduced by rule. Medial occurrences of glottal stop cannot be predicted because of contrasting pairs like 374-375, but what about those that occur in final position? Couldn't they be predicted by rule and then the medial occurrences accounted for in another way? This is a distinct possibility, and we shall explore its potential as a solution. We noted earlier that final glottal stop is usually predictable on the basis of grammatical categories. Masculine nominals and pronominals typically end without a glottal stop. Nevertheless, there are several exceptions to be accounted for. For example, /waǔ/ 'two (masc)' is terminated by a glottal stop even though it is masculine. This exception is easily accounted for by the principle of minimization of allomorphy (one form, one function), for the other nine genders for 'two' also end in glottal stop (i.e. /biļau/, /biļiu/, /wi̯ni̯šau/, /wi̯ni̯šiu/, etc.). If historically /waǔ/ did end without a final glottal stop, then its irregularity from the other forms has been leveled by acquiring a non-historical final glottal stop. We could no doubt come up with ways to account for many of the exceptions, but such ad hoc rules would be required that it hardly appears to be the best way to handle final glottal stop. It is quite certain, however, that in Proto-Angave final glottal stop was predicted by some very general rules.

A third possible analysis is to assign glottal stop to a level higher in the phonological hierarchy than the segmental, so that it is a suprasegmental like stress or tone. This possibility is particularly attractive in view of glottal stop's distribution in
syllables. Glottal stop only terminates syllables; so as a syllable level feature it would differentiate two sets of syllables, terminated and unterminated (doubling the inventory of syllables). This analysis is also attractive because it does not treat glottal stop as another consonantal, but rather as a suprasegmental. Also, /fV/ frequently surfaces as a single laryngealized vowel in the most casual speech. Other consonantals that interrupt vowel sequences are not subject to such change, indicating that glottal stop is not segmental in nature. Furthermore, we have seen that glottal stop is closely associated with the boundaries it precedes in the process described by MONOPHTHONGIZATION' (306). This close association with boundaries sets it off from consonantals, for they have no such close association with boundaries. It may also be that glottal stop is perceived less well (by new literates) than other segments precisely because it is a suprasegmental. This is the same analysis that has been proposed for Ampeeli-Wojokeso,35 another Angan language.

A fourth possible solution is to posit a set of vowels with internal sequential structure, that is, complex vowels which are terminated by glottal closure. One advantage of this proposal is that it avoids the claim that glottal stop is a prosodic feature at bottom. For prosodic features (stress, tone, etc.) are perceived relatively in contrast to neighboring structures. Glottal stop, on the other hand, is perceived absolutely, as segments are. Thus, it could be said for Angave that glottal stop is less well defined perceptually because it is part of a complex vocalic segment, a vowel terminated by glottal closure.

To sum up our discussion of glottal stop, it is contrastive in medial position, and therefore, must be maintained in underlying representations. Because it is so different from consonantals, I reject including it in their inventory. Furthermore, many final glottal stops can be predicted by rule, but the exceptions would
require that the rules be quite ad hoc, a fact which suggests that speakers handle these occurrences in another way. Also, the way final glottal stop is regularly deleted suggests that it is part of underlying forms. Otherwise, they would be inserted by rule and then immediately deleted again unless they occurred before an external word boundary. I also reject treating glottal stop as a feature belonging to complex vowels because it would double the inventory of underlying vowels. If we analyze glottal stop as a suprasegmental, we do not need to increase the inventory of vowels, and at the same time we recognize its special relationship to them. Furthermore, since syllables chunk up speech in between segments and words, it does not seem unreasonable that there should be some overlap between relative (i.e. suprasegmental) and absolute (i.e. segmental) features at the syllable level.

This problem of how to analyze glottal stop is not unique to Angave or Angan languages. Anne Cochran (1977:45f) has studied the problem glottal stop has posed to alphabet designers throughout Papua New Guinea. In addition to surveying the orthographic representation several languages use for glottal stop, she also discusses the status of glottal stop in sound systems. She concludes that "glottal stop is not necessarily a consonant phoneme in all the PNG languages in which it has been analyzed as a phoneme...it is a feature of the syllable." She comes to this conclusion for several languages based upon glottal stop's limited distribution coupled with the reaction of educated native speakers: "In a survey conducted among tertiary and secondary students and teachers, their almost unanimous unsolicited opinion was that glottal's function was to cut the vowel so that it was not acting like a consonant. It was, to them, an intrinsic part of the vowel nucleus of the syllable."\(^{36}\) Her conclusions are precisely the same as mine for Angave, which indicates that my analysis is not a novel proposal. Therefore, it seems to me that analyzing glottal stop as a suprasegmental in Angave is sound.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Syllable</th>
<th>[ɛm̩n̩t̪h̪.̪]</th>
<th>/əm̩n̩t̪h̪.̪/</th>
<th>(404)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>the's been hit</td>
<td>[e̞n̩a̞n̩.̪]</td>
<td>/e̞n̩a̞n̩.̪/</td>
<td>(304)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a beat</td>
<td>[θ̩n̩t̪.̪]</td>
<td>/θ̩n̩t̪.̪/</td>
<td>(204)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suddenly</td>
<td>[ˈθ̩n̩ˈθ̩n̩.̪]</td>
<td>/ˈθ̩n̩ˈθ̩n̩/</td>
<td>(104)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tongue's pore</td>
<td>[θ̩n̩g̩.̪]</td>
<td>/θ̩n̩g̩.̪/</td>
<td>(004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>house</td>
<td>[θ̩θ̩.̪]</td>
<td>/θ̩θ̩.̪/</td>
<td>(093)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forehead</td>
<td>[θ̩θ̩.̪]</td>
<td>/θ̩θ̩.̪/</td>
<td>(983)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gardian</td>
<td>[θ̩θ̩.̪]</td>
<td>/θ̩θ̩.̪/</td>
<td>(973)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tree</td>
<td>[θ̩θ̩.̪]</td>
<td>/θ̩θ̩.̪/</td>
<td>(963)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insude</td>
<td>[θ̩θ̩.̪]</td>
<td>/θ̩θ̩.̪/</td>
<td>(953)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moon</td>
<td>[θ̩θ̩.̪]</td>
<td>/θ̩θ̩.̪/</td>
<td>(943)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the</td>
<td>[θ̩]</td>
<td>/θ̩/</td>
<td>(933)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In underlining syllables in Angave and 393-421 illustrate the formula: underlining syllables in Angave and 393-421 illustrate the possible syllables syllable in Angave. The formula (C) (C) (A) (B) generatizes the possible consonantal segments, all possible combinations between mutual by gottal closure, and (2) a margin containing a single sequence of three vocalic segments, the last of which is terminated by gottal closure, and (1) a nucleus containing a single vocalic segment and maximum of a nucleus containing a syllable in Angave consists primarily of a nucleous containing a gottal stop as a feature of the syllable affects a set not terminated by gottal stop and a terminated set. A gottal stop as a feature of the syllable affects a set not terminated by gottal stop and a terminated set. A gottal stop as a feature of the syllable affects a set not terminated by gottal stop and a terminated set.

GLOTTAL DETERICA states that final gottal stops are deleted when...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>&lt;-- #</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(392) GLOTTAL DETERICA
other hand, coalesce the vowels together. The result in these words

In order to break up the vowel sequence, Anglican speakers, on the
voice belonging to separate syllables, they insert semivowels
Because speakers of Ongael accent perceive the sequence of

Let us go down past (p)!

[orə.vənə] [o.ˈmeənə] [ˈo.ˌmeənə]

---

Monophthongization (30) /t/ DETENTION (392)

U.F.

Onopat
(p)
(c)

Illustration:

Syllabifications of the same underlying forms, derivations 413-a-d

It is possible to account for some dialect differences between

on top,

[ˌtəp] /ˌtəp/ (412)

two,

[ˌtəu] /ˌtəu/ (411) CAAV

you (pl. Iike),

[ˌjuː] /ˌjuː/ (410) CAAV

a tree,

[ˌtɹi] /ˌtɹi/ (409) CAAV

front teeth,

[ˌfrʌnt] /ˌfrʌnt/ (408) CAAV

sweet potato,

[ˌswɛt] /ˌswɛt/ (407) CAAV

round house,

[ˌrʌnd] /ˌrʌnd/ (406) CAAV

a sugar cane,

[ˌsʌɡə] /ˌsʌɡə/ (405) CAAV

Koponible.
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forms is that Onapai speakers have two surface syllables where Angai speakers have just one.

6 CONCLUSION

My initial attempt at describing Angave's sound system did not elucidate the system very well because I began with nominals and focused primarily on units and their distribution. When I started to focus on processes in order to account for variation in verbals, what I found helped elucidate the whole system as well. Furthermore, by focusing on processes I found guidelines for determining which of two or more possible analyses was most coherent within the system.

Not only does a focus on process elucidate the Angave sound system, but it also helps us see its dynamic state as a system in tension and undergoing further change. Tension between competing phonetic processes is especially evident in the way the mid central vowel is fronted, backed, raised, and lowered. But, sometimes it is difficult to decide whether a process in Angave is phonetically or morphologically conditioned. One example is the process (actually an interaction of processes) described by SPIRANTIZATION-STOP (87) that allows an abstract solution and requires minor adjustments to account for anomalous surface forms. Such cases indicate Angave's dynamic state as a system in transition. In addition, they are theoretically important, for as the language changes further they may help us to better understand universal mechanisms behind sound change.
Circles elongated horizontally indicate variation in point of articulation. Circles elongated or connected vertically indicate variation in the manner of articulation. Circles elongated or connected obliquely indicate variation in both point and manner of articulation.
CONTRASTS BETWEEN UNDERLYING CONSONANTS

APPENDIX B
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Pinyin</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mine</td>
<td>[céng mǐn]</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peak</td>
<td>[céng tái]</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ear</td>
<td>[céng ěr]</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>honeybee</td>
<td>[céng ěr]</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plant</td>
<td>[céng sàn]</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neck</td>
<td>[céng ē]</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>star</td>
<td>[céng ěr]</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>time</td>
<td>[céng shí]</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>theater</td>
<td>[céng tè]</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mushroom</td>
<td>[céng shi]</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trash</td>
<td>[céng shì]</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>another</td>
<td>[céng tō]</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sharpen</td>
<td>[céng shā]</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wine</td>
<td>[céng wín]</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scarf</td>
<td>[céng sā]</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>breadfruit</td>
<td>[céng huǒ]</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oat</td>
<td>[céng cǎi]</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a banana</td>
<td>[sì mǔ]</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mosquito</td>
<td>[sì mó]</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a rat</td>
<td>[sì tā]</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a taro</td>
<td>[sì tā]</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>earthworm</td>
<td>[sì ěr]</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a tree</td>
<td>[sì shù]</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jackfruit</td>
<td>[sì jiǎ]</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gum ball</td>
<td>[sì gōng]</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pencil</td>
<td>[sì yǐ]</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nail</td>
<td>[sì nǎ]</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item</td>
<td>Pronunciation</td>
<td>Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banana</td>
<td>[banana]</td>
<td>521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bamboo</td>
<td>[bambo]</td>
<td>520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vine</td>
<td>[vine]</td>
<td>619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fish</td>
<td>[fish]</td>
<td>518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree</td>
<td>[tree]</td>
<td>517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Different</td>
<td>[different]</td>
<td>516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak</td>
<td>[peak]</td>
<td>515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taro</td>
<td>[taro]</td>
<td>514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honeycomb</td>
<td>[honeycomb]</td>
<td>513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitch</td>
<td>[pitch]</td>
<td>512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Army</td>
<td>[army]</td>
<td>511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kewpie</td>
<td>[kewpie]</td>
<td>510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clouds gathering</td>
<td>[clouds gathering]</td>
<td>509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Park skirt</td>
<td>[park skirt]</td>
<td>508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree</td>
<td>[tree]</td>
<td>507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teak</td>
<td>[teak]</td>
<td>506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fence</td>
<td>[fence]</td>
<td>505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree</td>
<td>[tree]</td>
<td>504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plantation</td>
<td>[plantation]</td>
<td>503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submarine</td>
<td>[submarine]</td>
<td>502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash</td>
<td>[wash]</td>
<td>501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree</td>
<td>[tree]</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree</td>
<td>[tree]</td>
<td>694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House</td>
<td>[house]</td>
<td>694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree</td>
<td>[tree]</td>
<td>694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frog</td>
<td>[frog]</td>
<td>694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheep</td>
<td>[sheep]</td>
<td>694</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*/Km/* and */Km/* and */Km/*
CONTRASTS BETWEEN UNDERLIVING VOWELS AND VOWEL SEQUENCES

bone, [ɔeːn] /bʌn/ (649)
that which went, [ɔeːn] /θən/ (650)
bird, [ɔeː] /bɜːd/ (651)
stone, [ɔeː ɹn] /stən/ (652)
that, [ɔeː] /θæt/ (653)
nose, [ɔeːs] /nəs/ (654)
a broad-leaved plant, [aroʊd lɪvd plænt] /'brɔd lɪvd plænt/ (655)
cliff, [ɔef] /klɪf/ (656)
a tree, [æ ɪd] /æ ɪd/ (657)
croatan, [ɛoʊ'tæn] /kroʊ'tæn/ (658)
shoulder, [ʃəʊldər] /ʃəʊldər/ (659)
skipper, [skɪp] /skɪp/ (660)
a tree, [æ ɪd] /æ ɪd/ (661)
cyanide nut, [sɪ ɹn] /sɪ ɹn/ (662)
a vine, [æn] /æn/ (663)
breast, [breist] /brest/ (664)
a lizard, [lɪzdər] /lɪzdər/ (665)
mosquito, [moʊskeɪtəʊ] /mʊskeɪtəʊ/ (666)
the is sitting, [θe ɪz sɪtɪŋ] /θe ɪz sɪtɪŋ/ (667)
the is sitting with, [θe ɪz sɪtɪŋ wɪt] /θe ɪz sɪtɪŋ wɪt/ (668)
the is getting, [θe ɪz gɜtɪŋ] /θe ɪz gɜtɪŋ/ (669)
a vine, [æn] /æn/ (670)
locust, [ləkst] /ləkst/ (671)
a banana, [ˈbænə] /ˈbænə/ (672)

/æ/ and /u/ - /ʊ/ - /u/ - /w/
(547) /'nɪŋ]/  ['nɪŋə?]  'a frog'
(548) /'oŋ]/  ['oŋə?]  'a vine'
(549) /'aŋ]/  ['aŋə?]  'house'
(550) /'ʃɪŋ]/  ['ʃɪŋə?]  'star'
(551) /'ʃəŋ]/  ['ʃəŋə?]  'a cane'
(552) /'ʃɪŋ]/  ['ʃɪŋə?]  'new'
(553) /'ʃəŋ]/  ['ʃəŋə?]  'drum'
(554) /'ʃəŋ]/  ['ʃəŋə?]  'heavy'
(555) /'lɪŋ]/  ['lɪŋə?]  'tree'
(556) /'uŋ]/  ['uŋə?]  'gum ball'
(557) /'eŋ]/  ['eŋə?]  'a vine'
(558) /'oŋ]/  ['oʊŋə?]  'a tree'
(559) /'aŋ]/  ['aŋə?]  'ear'
(560) /'eŋ]/  ['eŋə?]  'string'
(561) /'mɪŋ]/  ['mɪŋə?]  'that which is dug'
(562) /'yʊŋ]/  ['yʊŋə?]  'kindling'
(563) /'deŋ]/  ['n'deŋə?]  'a tree'
(564) /'mɪŋ]/  ['mɪŋə?]  'head'
(565) /'mʊŋ]/  ['mʊŋə?]  'that which is thrown'
(566) /'mɛŋ]/  ['mɛŋə?]  'cooing'
(567) /'aŋ]/  ['aŋə?]  'reed'
(568) /'ʃɪŋ]/  ['ʃɪŋə?]  'dirt'
(569) /'ʃəŋ]/  ['ʃəŋə?]  'a tree'
(570) /'ʃəŋ]/  ['ʃəŋə?]  'command'
(571) /'ʃəŋ]/  ['ʃəŋə?]  'bamboo'
(572) /'ʃəŋ]/  ['ʃəŋə?]  'a yam'
(573) /'ʃəŋ]/  ['ʃəŋə?]  'salt'
(574) /'ʃəŋ]/  ['ʃəŋə?]  'a yam'
(575) /'wɪ]/  ['wɪ?]  'another'
(576) /'wʊ]/  ['wʊ?]  'one (water gender)'
(577) /'wɛ]/  ['wɛ?]  'hand'
a tree, [çevey.] /ʃiː.ɾ/ (589)
bush, [çevey.] /ʃiː.ɾ/ (590)

/ʃɪp/ and /p/

rear from a bamboo, [çamédia, ñuna] /tʃˈmudə.ɾə, ɾumə/ (597)
sink, [çamédia, ñuna] /tʃˈmudə.ɾə, ɾumə/ (597)
a tree, [çevey, ña] /ʃiː.ɾ.ə/ (595)
platform, [çevey, ña] /ʃiː.ɾ.ə/ (595)
abacus, [çevey, ña] /ʃiː.ɾə/ (935)
a, [çevey, ña] /ʃiː.ɾə/ (935)

a garbage pit, [çevey, ña] /ʃiː.ɾə/ (900)

a footprint, [çevey, ña] /ʃiː.ɾə/ (980)
a tire, [çevey, ña] /ʃiː.ɾə/ (980)
a new, [çevey, ña] /ʃiː.ɾə/ (980)
a bird, [çevey, ña] /ʃiː.ɾə/ (980)

CONTRAST BETWEEN /t/, /d/, /n/ and /t/, /d/, /n/
(600) /de4/ [n' dye] 'pick! (impv s)'
(601) /dɪɪ/ [m' jy] 'fasten! (impv s)'
(602) /'Padi/ ['pand̠a?] 'a frog'
(603) /'madi/ ['mam̠i?] 'an oppossum'
(604) /'udfa/ ['unda?a?] 'gum ball'
(605) /'odifó/ ['oñfoʔoʔ] 'a palm'

/n/ and /n̠/
(606) /'niá/ ['naʔaʔ] 'a snake'
(607) /'nûá/ ['ñaʔaʔ] 'play'
(608) /ni 'wimb4k/ [nu' wimb4gaʔ] 'common bird of paradise'
(609) /nî 'wamí̱g/ [nu' wamí̱gaʔ] 'a bird'
(610) /'nìã/ ['nìy̠aʔ] 'a frog'
(611) /'nûã/ ['nèy̠aʔ] 'like'
(612) /uyl' ná/ [užl' naʔ] 'a bird'
(613) /i' ná/ [i' naʔ] 'rain'
(614) /'anìnçw/ ['anuywuʔ] 'a vine'
(615) /Pe 'nìñɔw/ [pe' nuywuʔ] 'beetle nut spit'

FOOTNOTES

* This paper was submitted to the faculty of the graduate school of the University of Texas at Arlington in partial fulfillment for the degree of master of arts in linguistics in May, 1983. Acknowledgement is made to the supervisors over the project Donald A. Burquest, Jerry A. Edmondson, and Ellis W. Deibler. In addition, Joy Lloyd and Dorothy James gave helpful stimulus during the early stages of research for the language.

Throughout the paper the following conventions and abbreviations are used:
[ ] phonetic transcription (surface form)
\slash \slash underlying form
( ) implied or redundant information
' ' English gloss
~ varying with
*[ ] non-occurring phonetic form
*/ / non-occurring underlying form
*C, *V proto-form
+ formative boundary
# (utterance) internal word boundary
### (utterance) external word boundary
$ syllable boundary
[/] the pause associated with a phrase boundary or greater
[', /'/] An apostrophe within phonetic and underlying transcriptions represents stress on the following syllable.

C a consonant
V a vowel

\text{Cw, Cy} Raised letters in underlying forms represent complex segments.

\text{C} a syllabic consonant

\text{/\text{\textw} /} An acute accent mark over a vowel represents a glottal stop that terminates the vowel in underlying representations.

U.F. underlying form
S.F. surface form
gend m gender marker
def feminine
masc masculine
com common, i.e. both masculine and feminine
nom nominal
vb verbal
infin infinitive (medial verb)
impv imperative
pres present tense
future tense

past tense

customary tense

continuous action

immediate

distant

first person singular

second person singular

third person singular

first person dual

second person dual

third person dual

first person plural

second person plural

third person plural

Names of the processes that are formalized as rules for Angave are printed in capital letters and numbered consecutively throughout the paper.

An apostrophe following a rule is to be read 'prime' and it indicates that (1) the rule is a reformulation of a previous statement of the process, or (2) it is another rule which describes a process very similar to one stated previously.

Features are enclosed within single quotation marks.

R. Lloyd (1973:35) makes the following perceptive cultural observations about the Angan peoples who include the Angave:

The Anga people basically belong to the mountains. They are usually short, wiry, virile and noted for their warlike tendencies. They are forceful in manner and speech.

Dress throughout the area is fairly uniform. Traditionally men wear a bushy reed sporran-like skirt, a small bark cape over the buttocks and in most tribes tied loosely around the neck with home made string. An additional bark cape is often suspended from the crown of the head. Cassowary bones are worn across the top of the sporran skirts. Stomach bands, chest bands and arm bands above the elbow are commonly worn. Women wear several bark capes and many necklaces, particularly when younger. All ages and both sexes have shaven heads except for a tuft at the crown.
The Anga practice shifting agriculture within a defined area. They raise pigs and dogs. In the past it seems that hunting played a greater role in food gathering techniques.

The Anga are animists who give special importance to the sun and moon. They are patrilineal and usually have patriarchal residence. They live in family houses and in most areas used to live in hamlets of about four houses. They practice sympathetic garden magic, and shamans who control healing spirits 'exorcise' sickness. Sorcery is practised to a lesser degree than in other highland areas. There are no chiefs as such, but in time of war they look to the leaders, in sickness to shamans, in time of ceremonies to qualified men. The younger boys undergo a complex series of initiations before they marry and establish a family house of their own.

R. Lloyd (1973:33) states that "the relationships between the languages were established by the comparison of lexical lists ranging from 161-179 words."

For the value of phonetic representations of consonants see sec. 3.2; of vowels sec. 4.2. Stress is marked on all surface forms, but only on multisyllabic nominals in underlying forms, as elsewhere it is predictable. Tone has not been marked. See Speece and Speece, 1982, for a description of Angave's word tone system.

Within English glosses for Angave words 'a' is to be read 'a species of' or 'a type of'.

Only simple verb stems where sequences of vowels are within the domain of a single surface syllable (see sec. 5.0 for the definition of a syllable in Angave) are discussed here. In complex verb stems there is the possibility of sequences of up to six vowels, but since they are heterosyllabic they are not relevant to this discussion.

For Baruya, another Angan language, closed syllables were set up by Joy Lloyd (1970:33-48), despite the fact that the only univalent syllable patterns in the language are CV and V.

Despite the scarcity of heterorganic consonant clusters unambiguously filling a single syllable onset slot in several other languages of the Angan Language Family, CC or CS (where S=semivowel) sequences have been set up (P. Healey (ed.), 1981:9,51,83,97).

The diacritic over vowels is glottal closure (cf. sec. 5).

It may be argued that /-1-/ is the stem of the verb meaning 'do' and that all /1/-stem verbs are complex stems. This seems not
to be the case as 'do' follows the paradigm of /e/-stem verbs, only surfacing with an /l/ in the passive/reflexive forms. In addition, it is hard to see a semantic relationship of 'do' plus another stem in many /l/-stem verbs.

1027c,d are the only known examples of the sequence C[[+anterior]w] outside of borrowed words.

11/+/ DELETION (352) is formulated in sec. 4.3.4 /+/-->0/\_\_V.

12See sec. 3.3.1 for a discussion of the archisegments represented by /P, T, K, etc/.

13The prenasalization of /d/ in the surface form is accounted for by the rule PRENASALIZATION (181).

14A process known as syneresis, the combining of similar elements (i.e. y+i--->y), could be appealed to here and [y] could be analyzed as */y\_\_/, */yy\_/, or */yy/.

15It may be argued that it is questionable for the feature nasal, a redundant feature of voiced stops, to be selected as the most general and characteristic feature differentiating voiced stops from the obstruents /P, T, K, K\w//. The objection is not valid because non-nasalized obstruents are archisegments whose underlying specifications include values for neither 'voice' nor 'continuant'. Therefore the feature 'nasal' efficiently does what neither 'voice' nor 'continuant' could do, and that is make the necessary opposition between nasalized and non-nasalized obstruents. To use the feature 'nasal' to distinguish between two sets of stops is not a novel proposal, for Kiparsky (1971:617) in discussing rule re-ordering in Faroese describes a rule, INTERVOCALIC SPIRANTIZATION, C that operates on non-nasal non-continuants, i.e. [-continuant], where the feature 'nasal' is used to maintain underlying opposition between two sets of stops.

16/+/ REGRESSIVE ROUNGING (251): /+/-->[u]/\_\_\_[C\w].

17Within an utterance, the pause associated with a phrase boundary in largo speech is sufficient to prevent the voiceless stops that follow from weakening to voiced fricatives. Rather than
describe what boundaries in the several speech styles are capable of preventing this process of weakening, I state the rule with the one boundary that transcends speech styles, the external word boundary.

Word final glottal stop is deleted before internal word boundaries as is predicted by the rule GLOTTAL DELETION (392).

Dressler's argument that *p is weaker because it has more reflexes than other voiceless stops is not beyond dispute. The opposite could also be true. If *p is stronger than the other voiceless stops, one could conclude that it resisted sound changes longer and preserves reflexes which for the others were lost because of their weakness. If this latter approach is true for Angave, then [p]-[p] is not a synchronic innovation of lenition, but rather the last vestige of a merger between voiceless stops and fricatives.

The phonetic sequence *[aCw] never occurs in Angave.

Consider 1-6:

(a)  
1. ['śīgaʔ] 'star'  
2. ['śīryuʔ] 'neck'  
3. ['šeŋəʔ] 'a kanda'  
4. ['kʰeŋruʔ] 'crooked'  
5. ['saŋəʔ] 'heavy'  
6. ['šəŋəʔw] 'shoulder'

(b)  
[šuŋruʔ] 'eye'  
[šuŋruʔ] 'new'  
[šoŋəʔ] 'drum'  
[foŋruʔ] 'a yam'

(c)  

Note that the front vowels /i/ and /e/ are followed by both [ŋ] and [ŋw] (1-4a). The central and back vowels, however, reveal a distributional gap in relation to [ŋ] and [ŋw]. The mid central vowel does not precede [ŋw] (4b); and the high back vowel is never (except across formative boundaries in verbals) followed by [ŋ]
(1c). As stated in section 4.3.2, it appears from variation in verb formatives that this assimilation is regressive, [u] conditioned by [Cw]. I have found only one word which contradicts this analysis. The word for 'foot, leg' [šugwu?] is related to [šu'řena?] 'tip of toes'; and if the former has */TlIKw/ as its underlying form and the latter /Tlu'Ten/, then the stem meaning 'foot' has not been represented consistently. On the basis of [šu'řena?] we might say that the [u] preceding [Cw] is being (or has already been) reanalyzed as an underlying /u/ which conditions labialization in the following consonants. If this is so, then the variation in verb stems, where the assimilation is demonstrably regressive, must be considered morphological variation. In addition, when */-ŋ/ , a nominalizer, is attached to the verb stem /u-/ 'go', it surfaces as ['uŋa?] 'that which went', and not *[uŋwu?]. So in verbals, at least, there is no basis for asserting that /u/ causes rounding in following consonantals. But what about nominals? In attempting to resolve this issue, I tested new literates and found that they could read [šugwu?] from either */TlIKw/ or */TluK/. It appeared inconsequential where the rounding was represented. In order to be consistent with the variation in verb formatives, I adopted the former solution. I would not be surprised, however, to find other words like [šu'řena?] which indicate that underlying forms are being reanalyzed. Synchronically there may be ambiguity even among the Angave as to whether the [u] or [Cw] is underlying, especially in view of the paucity of clear cases upon which to formulate a rule. And new literates reflect this hunch because when writing [uCw] they alternate between \_Cw and uCw.

21 For a discussion of 'mirror image notation' see Langacker (1972:844f).

22 The ordering could possibly be eliminated by a further combination of the rules as stated, but such a combination would require numerous restrictions and be very cumbersome. Rather than elucidate, it would actually obscure the processes involved.
Frequently the sequence /ff/ surfaces as either [!ʔ!ʔ] or [!ʔy!ʔ] depending upon idiolect. Some speakers (usually the elder adults) prefer one variant for some words while either is acceptable for others. Since younger speakers have less rigid preferences and usually accept either variant, it appears that historically *!ʔy!ʔ? and *!ʔ!ʔ? contrasted, but the contrast is now being neutralized.

At present, words ending in [...auʔwuʔ?] are analyzed as /...awf/, though they could also be */...oaf/ or */...aujf/. Evidence corroborating /...awf/ can be seen in the compound noun ['auʔwuʔ?] /'awf/ 'taro set' which comes from ['aʔwaʔ?] /af/ 'taro' plus ['uwuʔ?] /'tf/ 'sprout'.

Not all /e/-stem verbs undergo rule 270 in Wiokwa. It is only those in which the C preceding the stem vowel is a bilabial. /KeTfŋ/ [keʃrnæ] 'he is grabbing', from /nfKeTf/ 'to grab', is an /e/-stem verb, but does not undergo 270 because it has a non-labial segment before the stem vowel.

Wiokwa lect has extended the application of MONOPHTHONGIZATION (295) to include the high back vowel so that /PuauTfŋ/ 'he is passing by' is realized as ['pɔrnæ].

[œ] and [œ] in non-verbals could also be handled as the reverse of the sequences posited on the basis of morphological changes yet to be presented.

Heterosyllabic sequences of four, five and six underlying vowels are not arrayed here for they reach the surface by the same rules as sequences of two and three vowels, and we would gain no additional insights by including them.

SEMIVOWEL EPENTHESIS is a morphological rule limited to verbals, though it appears at first glance that it could be extended to non-verbals as well. Consider 1-7:

1) ['fauʔwuʔ?] 'back'
2) ['muʔwuʔ?] 'sugar cane top'
In 1-7 a round vowel terminated by glottal stop in the penult is always followed by [wV?] in the ultima. Many non-verbs occur, however, with a non-round vowel terminated by glottal closure and followed by [wV?]:

(8) ['ye?'wu?] 'nest'
(9) ['ɾe?'wu?] 'fair weather'
(10) ['wæ?'wu?] 'a marsupial'
(11) ['ʃl?'wu?] 'wart'
(12) ['ɔ'pl?'wu?] 'a plant'
(13) ['wəl?'wu?] 'stairs'
(14) ['ægl?'wu?] 'a reed'

If SEMIVOWEL EPENTHESIS held true for nominals as well, we would expect *[yV?] in the ultima of 8-14 because a front unround vowel fills the nucleus of the preceding syllable.

\(^{30}\)One of the rules used in the derivation, VOWEL REDUCTION (350), is discussed later in this section. Also, 318b with [a'] preceding the round semivowel is most likely the result of analogical leveling.

\(^{31}\)Notice that in column e /T/-/ 'say' has a change in the stem vowel. I would expect */Tʃɒt̚/, which would meet the structural description of VOWEL COPY (259) and surface as *,[ˈɾoʔowu]. For reasons I cannot account for, the /t/ has strengthened to /a/ which no longer meets the structural description of VOWEL COPY. This change is also reflected by idiolect, for a few speakers do not say [ˈɾoʔɔna] 'I said'. Instead, they say [ˈɾaʔana] 'I said'.

\(^{32}\)GLOTTAL DELETION (392) operates first and deletes glottal stop before an internal word boundary.
NASAL-FLAP COALESCEENCE has been formulated so that it only operates across formative boundaries. It's application has not been extended to account for all occurrences of [nd]. Potentially, all the prenasalized stops could be analyzed as a homorganic nasal and non-nasal obstruent with a mid central vowel in between them, but there is no evidence outside of NASAL-FLAP COALESCEENCE for such an analysis. Even a limited extension of the rule, so that a formative boundary is no longer specified in its structural description, is unwarranted. Consider the ambiguity that would result in underlying forms from such an extension: /n*taT*n*/ 'he is saying to me' and /d*taT*n*/ 'he is picking (beans)' would both have the underlying form of the former if the application of NASAL-FLAP COALESCEENCE was extended.

In Baruya, Kapau, and Angaattha of the Angan Language Family (P. Healey ed., 1981:6,95,52) glottal stop has been analyzed as an underlying consonantal.

Those studying glottal stop's relationship to the Ampeeli-Wojokeso sound system (P. Healey, ed., 1981:85) have concluded:

As glottal stop only occurs syllable final and does not contrast with any other stop in this position, it is interpreted here as a prosodic feature, glottal closure of the syllable nucleus rather than as a consonant phoneme. Thus two new syllable types with a complex nucleus are set up, the definition of the syllable being extended to include an obligatory nucleus of a vowel or vowel with glottal closure.

Cochrane (1977:45) also states that in some languages where glottal stop has been represented sequentially (on the line like other consonantals) when it appears to her it functions on the syllable level, native writers have had difficulty in learning where to write it. One national writer, in whose language glottal stop has been symbolized as a 'q', wrote both 'Vq' and 'qV' for [V'], which implied to her that there is an intrinsic relationship between glottal stop and vowels in his language. Cochrane thus concludes (for languages where glottal stop functions on the syllable level) that it is best for glottal stop to be symbolized...
orthographically as a diacritic over vowels rather than following them sequentially on the line.
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ABSTRACT

Much work on the genetic classification of Papuan languages has rested on lexical comparison. More recently, greater weight has been placed on typological structural properties. However, both lexicon and general typological features are notoriously subject to areal diffusion independent of genetic affiliation. By contrast, bound morphology is much more resistant to borrowing, and therefore forms a securer basis for genetic comparison. While Haruai (Wiyaw, Waikuk) shares much vocabulary and many general typological features with languages of the Kalam family, detailed analysis of Haruai morphology shows that it clearly belongs to the Piawi family and that similarities to languages in the Kalam family must be the result of areal diffusion. Future work on the genetic classification of Papuan languages has as its prerequisite the availability of good synchronic descriptions of the individual languages.